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The latest interior design trends in the accustomed teNeues quality

Written by a highly respected interior design expert

Beautifully designed book spine, with a continuous pattern across the whole series, to bring added style to your bookshelf

The second publication in the new Home Inspiration series by teNeues

Small in size, but big on ideas – the new Home Inspiration series by teNeues is sure to delight interior design fans who luxuriate in the idea of

fabulous interiors, but also want to refresh their own personal living space. Each volume is dedicated to one element or interior style and features

inspiring spaces and pictures of the latest designs from well-known interior design companies, showing you the best way to bring each style to life.

Following on from the debut book Patterns, the second book in this series explores the Modern Glam interior design style – its golden sparkle, the

shimmering softness of velvet, and Art Deco design with a modern twist. Design enthusiasts looking to add some glitz to their home will find

inspiration on how to achieve this elegant look and feel, making this style their own. For those eager to get started, the index contains numerous

brands and manufacturers of everything from wallpaper to candlesticks.

Other titles in the series include:

Boho Style: Bohemian ISBN 9783961715008

Colors: Colorful ISBN 9783961714506

Eco Materials: Decorating with Ecological Materials ISBN 9783961715015

Patterns: Patterned ISBN 9783961714292

Scandi Style: Scandinavian ISBN 9783961714490

Text in English and German.

Claire Bingham is an interiors journalist who writes about architecture, design, and style for several publications worldwide. Before becoming an

author with her first book, Modern Living, she was the Homes Editor for Elle Decoration U.K. and her work has been featured in international

glossies, including Vogue Living and Architectural Digest. Scouring the globe for inspiring interiors and discovering the talents behind the scenes, she is

interested in well-considered design that fits with our individual needs. Ultimately, she writes about the design and decoration of people's homes

and how they like to live.
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